S M A L L S PAC E

ON DISPLAY
Small kitchens can benefit
from open shelving or
glass-front cabinets, which
lighten the overall look and
help the space feel more airy.
But don’t let the shelves
become a jumbled mess or
they might detract from the
room. “All-white dishes
always look nice on open
shelving,” professional
organizer Barbara Reich
says. For a streamlined look,
she suggests displaying items
that are uniform in terms of
size, color, or style.

K I T C H E N + PA N T RY Q U I C K & E A SY S O LU T I O N S

GOAL

ORGANIZE YOUR JUNK DRAWER
Throw out what you don’t need, sort what you do, and finally bring
order to your messiest kitchen drawers.
WRITER RENEE FREEMON MULVIHILL

EDIT YOUR
STUFF and plan to
store only essentials in
the kitchen. “If you
need 20 rubber bands
but you have 100, store
the extras in an ‘oﬃce
supply section’ in
another area of the
home,” professional
organizer Jennifer
Ford Berry suggests.

Use boxes
of various
sizes to create
a home for all
your kitchen
essentials.

GROUP LIKE
ITEMS together.
Professional organizer
Barbara Reich
recommends using
drawer inserts and
organizers, opposite, to
create specific spots
for pencils and pens,
oﬃce supplies, or even
petty cash. Give each
drawer a specific
purpose—and get
away from thinking of
it all as “junk.”

LABEL A LOT if
you want to keep your
drawer organized. Add
labels to specific
compartments within
each drawer, right. This
will ensure that all
family members know
where things should be
put away later.

ANOTHER

GREAT
IDEA

Need more space in your junk drawer? Maximize your
existing drawer with the Everything Organizer ($10), which
creates two levels of storage in the same amount of
space. It provides 23 compartments of various sizes and
comes with decals for labeling each. containerstore.com
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E N T RY + L I V I N G Q U I C K & E A SY S O LU T I O N S

GOAL

CONQUER MEDIA ROOM CLUTTER
Tame the mess of remotes, video game consoles, and cords
with clever built-ins, attractive containers, and simple labels.
WRITER RENEE FREEMON MULVIHILL

HIDE THE
MESS . Place the
TV and consoles
behind cabinet doors
or sliding barn-style
doors, opposite.

CORRAL
REMOTES in a cute
container on a table,
right. Conceal extra
video game consoles in
bins as well, suggests
professional organizer
Barbara Reich.

LABEL IT. ”Use a
label maker to label
both the cord and the
equipment,” Reich says,
so you don’t get
confused later. Also
take a moment to label
all remotes—or invest in
a universal remote.

ANOTHER

GREAT
IDEA

Are video game controllers and accessories spilling out of your
media cabinet or taking over your coﬀee table? Get media room
chaos under control with the Wall Mount Video Game Rack ($27).
It lets you store games, controllers, and headsets in one
convenient, out-of-the-way space. organizeit.com
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